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KITgAUGT PROPERTY 

1. iUFRODUCTION 

In 1.966 J. R. Woodcock, geologist, and Nick Wychopen, prospector, in 

a search for molybdem deposits, discovered a small molybdenum-zinc 

anomaly in au area of shallow overburden with limited exposures. 

Prospecting revealed an outcrop carrying barite, realgar, and pyrite 

in addition to outcrops composed of grey jasper _ Assays for prec- 
ious metals were discouraging. 

The claims staked in 1966 subsequently lapsed. Also later claims 

staked by other organizations lapsed. In 1983 the silt samples were 

analyzed for arsenic and gold and this revealed a fairly extensive 

area of somewhat anomalous values. 

In 1984 LT. R. Woodcock staked new claims and started a program of 

geological mapping and geochemical sampling. 

2. LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The property lies along the southeast side of Kitsault Lake at an 

elevation of 2800 feet (850 meters). It is on mp 103~-14 at lat- 

itude 55” 46’ N, longitude 129" 29' W. 

Kitsault Iake at one time provided the hydro power for the old Torbrit 

silver mine. It drains southward down Kitsault River to the seaport 

of Alice Arm, a distance of 20 miles (32 km). Access at present 
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would have to be by float plane to Kitsault Iake fmm Terrace, PrioCe 

Rupart, or Smithers, 1xI to 150 miles (200 to 250 km) distant. Heli- 

copters are based at Stewart, 25 miles (40 km) to the northwest. 

Highway 37 lies along the Nass River 20 miles (32 km) to the northeast; 

the intervening area is one of relatively subdued and lowtopography. 

In addition the old road to the Kitsault mine did extend up the Kit- 

sault Valley to within six miles (9.6 km) of the property. 

Although the proparty is at a low elevation, it is in an area of heavy 

rainfall with abundant snow in the winter. The Cambria Icefield lies 

a short distance to the northwest. 

3. HISTORY 

The Kitaault Valley has had a long history of mining for precious 

metals, most of it cmihg from the old Torbrit Silver Mine and the 

Dolly Varden Mine. 

A brief period of production frcau the Dolly Varden Mine started in 

1919. Production from the adjacent Toric property (Torbrit Silver 

Mines Ltd.) lasted from 1949 to 1959. At this time Torbrit Silver 

ranked third in silver production in Canada. 

Between 1960 and 1980 exploration for and mining of molybdenum sup- 

planted the silver mining activity of the district. 

Realgar mineralization was noted by J. R. Woodcock and Nick Wychopen 

in 1966 in the search for molybdenum deposits. At this time some 

claims ware staked and a small amount of prospecting done. IO 1983 

and 1984 Woodcock had new claims staked on the zone. 
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4. CL4INAIVDOWNEXISHTP 

On October 21, 1983 I&. Ii. B. Reedy staked the Kit 1 (20 units) claim 

as agent for John R. Woodcock. Because of inclement weather and snow 

conditions, he could not complete some of the claim lines. In 1984, 

John H. Woodcock, under Section 17 of the Mineral Act, overstaked the 

Kit 1 claim with the Sault 1 claim and subsequently allowed the Kit 1 

claim to lapse. In addition he also staked the sault 3 claim (6 units). 

The claim data is as follows: 

Completion Record 
claim Mime Units Record # Date Date 

sault 1 20 4601 July g/84 July 25/84 

sault 3 6 4602 July lo/84 July 25184 

The claims are in the Skeena Mining Division. 

5. GEBBML GEOLOGY 

The strata in this region consist of volcanic rocks and inter-bedded 

sedimentary rocka which have been assigned to the Haselton Group of 

Lower Jurassic Age. The Hazelton strata are unconformably overlain 

by the Bowser lake Group composed mainly of shales, silt&ones, grey- 

wackes, and sandstones. The Bowser Lake Group fill a large basin 

lying to the north of the target and also extend westerly into the 

rugged Coast Plutohic Complex. Generally the contact is considered 

an erosional unconformity; hcwever the edge of the baain just east of 

Stewart is the loci of a number of gently dipping thrust faults. 

. . . 4 
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The two Mesozoic formations have been intruded by plutons of the Coast 

Range Casplex, mainly of Cretaceous age but also including some of 

Tertiary age. Some of the stocks dated at 52 MY have associated 

molybdenum mineralization. 

Late volcanic rocks Mu. some of the valleys in the general vicinity. 

Scms remnants of fl.ovs of late Tertiary age unconformably overlie the 

stocks at Alice Arm. Younger flows occur in places along the Nass 

River to the east. 

Silver mineralization of the Dolly Varden and Torbrit silver deposits 

or mine is of a Kuroko type and occurs within the Hazelton Volcanic 

rocks. In addition a number of silver-bearing veins occur along the 

Kitsault Valley and east of Alice Arm. Some gold-silver mineralization 

occurs in veins west of Kitsault Lake. 

6. GEOLOGY OF THE pROPElRl!Y 

A perusal of the aerial photographs shows that the Bower Lake Assem- 

blage of Kitsault Lake is readily distinguished frcnnthe Hanelton 

rocks east of the lake by the structural fabric. The Hazelton Group 

rocks are highly broken, topc@;tsphy is of low relief and drainage is 

by small creeks. This broken topography is also reflected by the 

irregular outline of the eastern edge of Kitsault Lake and the nurser- 

ous small lakes that occur to the east of it. Several strong struct- 

ures within this zone trend northeasterly parallel to Kitsault Lake. 

. . . 5 
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The Bomer Lake Assemblage lying north and west of the lake contrast 

in that the strata are less broken. These strata can be different- 

iated by the regular bedding that shows on the aerial photograph&. 

The Hazelton Group of rocks along the Kitsault River, north of the 

Torbrit camp have been divided by Black (1951) into four units which 

occur as a synclinal structure in which both limbs dip westerly. At 

the base of the group is Formation A which is predominantly shale 

with some conglomerate beds. Above this is Formtion B which is pre- 

dominantly volcanic agglomerate and tuff. Formation C which lies 

above the agglomerate bed is predominantly shale but does contain beds 

of sandstone and greykacke tuff. The upper Formtion D is predouin- 

antly volcanic agglomerate and tuff and contains soax sedimentary beds 

with abundant fossils. 

The strata along much of the Kitsault River strike north northwesterly 

parallel to the river. However towards the north they swing north- 

easterly along the southeast side of Kitsault I&e. 

Mapping in 1984 was a preliminary pass to gain enough data to plan a 

more detailed rapping progrm and to aid in appraisal of geochemical 

results. Rock specimens were collected along traverses for subsequent 

petrography and classificatiox These results are given on the "Rock 

Type" map (Figure 4). 

Mapping on the property has been mainly in anarrm zone of exhalative 

and tuffaceous rocks that strikes northeasterly and is bounded on the 

northwest and the southeast by andesitic volcanic rocks, much of which 

is pyroclastic. These strata are part of Black's Formation B. 

The black slate and the conglomerate noted along the west shore of the 

lake at the southwest corner of Ylult 3 claim is presumably part of 

Black's Formation A. The argillites and black slates mapped aloog the 

north side of the Sau3.t 1 claim are part of the Bower Lake Assemblage. 

*.. 6 
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The zone of economic interest with anmlous geology and geochemistry 

occurs near the southeast side of Kitsanlt Lake. Outcrops are scarce 

in this area and occur only on parts of the little brush-covered 

kIlOllS. These knoUs are separated by a fairly extensive swamp. As 

a consequence the geological map consists of a number of separated 

sample and specimen sites on exposures found along the creeks and 

along a few traverses. 

ROCKUIJITS 

The Rrhalative-Tuff Zone 

The rock units within the exhalative-tuff zone will be separately des- 

cribed and example sites specified. tist of the rock types within 

this zone have been examined under thin sections and these descript- 

ions appear in the Appendix. The strata dip about 25" northneat; 

their base lies southwest of the narrow mapped area. The various rock 

units will be described starting at the southeast exposures. HoWever 

the exact sequence is unknown; with such shallow dips, snmll vertical 

displacements can drastically alter the outcrop location of any 

specific bed. 

. . . 7 

One of the most unusual rock types is a very porous black tuffaceous 

elastic which crops out along a creek (Specimens 180, 181). This gen- 

erally has abundant pyrite. Similar rock occurs 600 meters to the 

southwest (Specimen 203) where it appears to be in fault contact on 

the north with greyish volcanic. Similar rock underlies some bedded 

barite 1300 meters to the southwest (Specimsn 162). 

Black limestone cut by white calcite veinlets presumably overlies the 

black tuff. It is found in an extensive exposure along the creek bed 

!Spechen 177). 
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The next highest exposure, but separated by considerable unexposed 

section, is a grey limestone which is cut by some veinlets of very 

fine-grained pyrite. It has some bariteltand some fractures are coated 

with realgar (Specimen 123). A similar exposure occurs 150 meters 

(Specimen l3) to the southwest and another exposure of similar rock 

occurs 150 meters to the northwest (Specimn 191). The relationship 

between these three exposures is unknown. 

Overlying the barite--stone is sore white to grey jasperoid that 

has abundant disseminated fine-grained pyrite (Specimens 124, X25). 

An unusual bed of couglomerate form a ridge along the northwest edge 

of a small pond (Specimens l.29, 130). This appears to overlie the 

bsrite-limestone of sites 131 and 132. The matrix of this conglomer- 

ate includes a number of elastic rock types but is mainly clasts of 

very fine-grained limestone. It has a variety of large boulders. 

Noticeable are grey jasperoid and reddish jasperoid in the boulders up 

to 25 cm long. The lateral extent of this bed is unknown as there is 

a lack of exposure along strike to the northeast and southwest. 

A thinly banded rock consisting of several different rock types is 

exposed in a creek bed and in other places (Specimen 133, 134, 193). 

This includes a carbonate-rich shale that has layers of fine-grained 

pyrite; bedded barite mired with some limestone layers or some red 

jasperold layers. Further to the west some thinly-bedded barite- 

carbonate-pyrite (Specimen 161) overlies the black tuff. The correl- 

ation of this bedded barite-rich bed is uncertain. 

Associated with this unusual sequence of rocks are some porphycitic 

andesites that are altered to carbonate and sericite. some specimens 

which have been logged as this type of rock include ~'8, 176, 198, 204 

and 163. 

* Identified only by high specific gravity, moderately 
high relief, low birefringence. 

.., 8 
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The Bounding Andesitic Volcanics 

A variety of andesitic volcanic rocks overlie and underlie the exhal- 

ative-tuff zone. These have been divided into grey volcanics, green 

andesites, purple-green pyroclastics, and miscellaneous andesitic vol- 

canics. The mapping done thus far indicates that, in places, faulting 

my separate the volcanic rocks from the exhalative rocks. Further 

mapping will be required to determine the exact relationship. 

The Argillaceous Rocks 

About two kilometers south of Kitsault L&e, in the vicinity of the 

southwest corner of the Sault 3 claim, is a sharp deep basin filled 

with a lake. The west shore of this lake contains considerable float 

of black slate and also some outcrops of 8 conglarnerate. These are 

part of the Hazelton Group and presumably part of Black's '%maation 

A". 

The Bower lake Formation 

Along the north side of the Sault 1 claim are scattered exposures of 

slates and argillites which are part of the Bowser Lake Formation. 

This formation unconforrmbly overlies the formations of the Hazelton 

Gl-OUP. 

. . . 9 
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In a number of places rock samples have been taken from the small ex- 

posures of mineralized or altered rock and aualysed for a variety of 

elements. Muso silts have been collected from many of the streams 

encountered durix the travmses and these have also been analyzed for 

a variety of elements. 

Analytical work was done by Vaugeochem Lab Ltd. Gold analyses are by 

fFre assay plus atomic absorption (FA + AA); arsenic and mercury are 

by specific techniques; the remainder are by aqua regia digestion plus 

atomic absorption. Techniques are included in Appendix II. 

Figure 3 gives the sites for all specir~ns, rook samples, and silt 

samples according to sample mmber. Figure 5 gives the results for 

lead, zinc and Figure 6 gives the results for molybdenum-arsenic. In 

addition, mercury and manganese in the rock samples are given on Fig- 

ure 7. Results for gold in silt (analytical report 84-S-029) and for 

copper and silver (report 64-9-018) are included in the appendix. 

These three lnetals did not show any significant variation The silver, 

bismuth, cobalt, and copper did not show auy siguificant variation in 

rock; the values are included in the appendix (report 84-99-030). 

SILT AND SOIL SAMPLES 

In the silt sampling, many of the streams taken were very small and 

draining somewhat swampy areas and therefore the silt did contain coc- 

siderable organic material. Only in the larger streams has there been 
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vigorous sorting and formation of good silts. Therefore some of the 

anomalous values are due to absorption and concentration by the organic 

mterial. 

In interpreting the results of the silt sampling, the formations have 

been divided into the Bowser Lake Assemblage, the Exhalatlve-tiff Zone, 

and the Hazelton Volcanics. In general the molybdenum values are quite 

high, with generally higher values within the Hazelton Volcanics than 

in the Bowser Lake sediments. The results frcanthe !%&alative-Tuff 

Zone are variable but contain the highest values obtained (up to 33 

Ppd. Background values for arsenic are quite high for some of the 

silts draining Hazelton Volcanics and are very ‘high for most of the 

silts that drain the Exhalative-Tnff Zone (up to 150 ppm). Two samples 

of soil (I26 and l.27) returned values respectively of l.lOC ppm and 

150 ppn arsenic. These soil samples were taken on an outcrop of 

barite-jasper. 

Except for two soil samples (196 and 197) taken on an exposure of 

barite-pyrite, lead results are very even with no significant anomalous 

values. Copper and silver, also obtained by AA, and gold, obtained by 

FA plus AA, show no significant variations. 

Zinc is also somewhat erratic in its results. Most of the silt samples 

from the Exhalative-Tuff Zone are anomalous (generaw > 300 ppm). 

The values obtained over Hazelton rocks are quite uniform (100 to 200 

ppm) whereas those obtained over Bowser Lake rocks are quite erratic 

with values ranging from83to ll6C ppm. Soms highvalues maybe due 

to concentration in the organic material as the highest value was 

obtained in a very small drainage on a swampy area. A few soil samples 

taken on mineralized rock (3.26, 127, 196, and 197) are generally quite 

anomalous in zinc. 

. . . ll 



8. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The mapping done thus far is limited and merely designed to 

sort tmt the rock types and determine if more extensive mappine: is 

warranted. 

2. The zone of exhalative rocks and mineralized tuffa is anomalous, 

both geologically and geochemlcally. It appears to lie within Black's 

Formation B (Black, 1951). 

3. The main area of ancmlous geology and geochemistry is bounded 

by the andesitic volcanics on the northwest; it also abuts against 

some andesitic volcanics along strike to the southwest. However its 

extension to the south and to the east is unknown. 

4. Analytical work thus far has not detected significant precious 

metals. 

ROCK SAMPLES 

The rock samples were mainly from the Fxhalative-Tuff Zone including 

the mineralized tuffs, the barite-rich rocks, and some of the altered 

volcanics. The results do show ancmalous arsenic, zinc, cadmium, mer- 

cury, and some lead. Again th e molybdenum values are very high and 

correspond to other anomalous metal values. 
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Hand Specimen 

Appendix I 

The specimen is a grey lightweight pyroclastic which. appears to be 

barely lithified. It crumbles readily, especially when wet. .-ag- 

msnts in it are up to one centimeter long and generally the larger 

frsgnents are white. 

The specimen has a very porous surface; however the porosity decreases 

inward. This could be due to leaching of carbonate. 

Thin Section 

Examination shows a variety of fragments including elastic fragments, 

mineral fragmnts and rook Fragments. Comments on sow of these f!mg- 

mats are as follows: 

(a) A fragment of andesitic volcanic has plagioclafe pheno- 

trysts of a variety of sizes and a matrix composed of fine- 

grained plsgioolase. Carbonate alteration occum in the 

matrix and in the phenocrysts. 

(b) Soms fragments are completely altered to a mosaic of car- 

bonate. 
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(c) Some fragments are zoned and were probably originally a 

plegioclsse. Sam of the zones are completely altered to 

carbonate whereas others are fine-grained clay or kaolin- 

ite (?) plus fine-grained carbonate. 

(d) Some fragments are completely composed of very fine-grained 

carbonate which has a brown opaque dusting. In sore of 

the brown patches differences in colour and density indi- 

cate former clasts within the large fragment. 

(e) Scms of the fragments have minor sericite in addition to 

the large areas of carbonate replacement. 

(f) Some fragments are largely fine-grained kaolinite (?) 

with small clasts of quarts and patches of carbonate. 

This mQht. be altered shale. 

(g) Only a few quartz grains are present. 

(h) Soms large patches of mineral have white birefringence 

but no twinning and no good cleavage. This could be 

barite. It is asswiated with relatively coarse-grained 

carbonate. 

The matrix, which appears to be elastic, contains much carbon- 

ate. Abundant fine-grained pyrite occurs in many of the fragments. 

Some of the mall concentrations of pyrite could be clasts, The 

opaque material numing through this rock, including that in the fine- 

grained elastic material and that that occurs within the Tgt?ix, is 

either pyrite or limonite. 

I 
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w84-177 

Hand Specimen 

This is the black limestone that is cut by white calcite veinlets. It 

effervesces very vigorously. 

Thin Section 

Cmmination shows that, although the grain size is very fine-grained, 

it varies frcaa that which cannot be discerwd under the high power lens 

to that in which crystals are quite evident. The variation in grain 

size is very irregular with no evidence of structure. Within this 

mtrix of relatively clear calcite are some irregular patches with a 

brownish tint that is somewhat opaque. These patches are extremely 

fine-grained carbonate. Some of the patches contain little fragmnts 

of the clear coarser-grained carbonate. This could indicate some con- 

temporary fragmentation that occurred within the lim?stone bed. 

Minute veinlets of clear calcite, generally parallel, cut across the 

section. 

~84-209~ 

Hand Specimen 

This is a grey limestone which underlies barite-rich rock. It is cut 

by very small veinlets of fine-grained pyrite and also some irregular 

white winlets. Some late realgar coats a few fractures. 

!4 
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The fresh rock effervesces vigorously with acid. Hwdever the weathered 

brownish surface effervesces only moderately. 

Thin Section 

Examination show that the rock is mainly extremely fine-grained carbon- 

ate which contains relatively unaltered crystal fragments of mineral 

with grey birefringence. Some of these fragmnts are definitely plag- 

ioclase. Some of the larger discrete grains or patches within this 

fine-grained carbonate are probably baritc. Grains of pyrite are scat- 

,tered throughout the rock. 

One layer has relatively coarse-grained barite mixed with patches of 

the fine-grained carbonate. Abundant pyrite is associated with this 

band, especially at the contacts. In other places,patches of coarse- 

graioed barite occur adjacent to a vague band of carbonate-barite- 

mite. 

Some very irregular and discontirmous veinlets of barite also crosscut 

the bands. In a few places sasx of the carbonate has been recrystal- 

lized along microscopic shear zones. 

!a+-209c 

Hand Specimen 

This is the pyritic breccia that occurs with the barite-rich limestone. 

In places it contains abundant pyrite. The hand specimen shows a num- 

ber of dark grey fragments floating in a matrix of light grey material, 

!S 
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Thin Section 

Examination sham that most of the fragments are composed of the fine- 

grained carbonate described for thin section 209A. The material between 

these limestone fragments is a mixture of fine-grained carbonate, bar- 

ite, and fine-grained pyrite in varying proportions. In a few places 

the barite occurs alone in clear relatively coarse crystals. In places 

recrystallized calcite in comb crystals forms a fringe between lime- 

stone fragments and the carbonate-rich matrix. Fine-grained pyrite is 

concentrated into networks which occur as a discontinuous zone through 

part of the section. 

Hand Specimen 

This is a finely-banded grey rock which underlies the barlte-jasper in 

the creek bed. Very thin layers of pyrite occur in some of the layers 

and in places these form a network within a band. In a few places 

some short cross-cutting bands of pyrite occur. 

Thin Section 

Eimmination shows two main types of rock. One is an extrewly fine- 

grafned carbonate, similar to the limestone. The other is a very fine- 

grained mineral with grey birefringence and somewhat granular in appear- 

ante . This resembles kaollnite; however it is too fine-grained to 

identify and may be tied with some extremely fine-grafned quartz. 

/6 
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In a few bands some very fine-grained sericite is mixed with the car- 

bonate. Also along a prcminent pyrite band, flskes of coarse sericite 

or muscovite extend between the pyrite crystals and are oriented at 

right angles to the pyrite bmndaries. 

The rockistentatively calledal~ shale. 

1184-162 

Hand Specimen 

This is the dark gray tuff which contains an0mslW.s elm and underlies 

the bedded barite. The almost black aphanitic &xix contains numerous 

small light grey crystal fregments in addition to a nuinber of light 

grey lithic Fragments. Abundant pyrite is conspicuous on the surface. 

Thin Section 

Examination shows that this is almost coqletely claatic rock with a 

great range in size of clasts. Even the fine-grained black-1ookSng 

rock of the hand specimen consists largely of clasts in a fine-grained 

material which, in places, is almost opaque. This could be due to the 

inclusion of some extremely Pine-grained mite. 

Some of the larger clasts are completely altered to sericite with abun- 

dant kaolinite (?) and patches of carbonate. Varying grain sizes, 

especially in the carbonate patches, probabF$ indicate for?ner crystals. 

Sorts fragwnts composed largely of very fine-grained carbonate reserhle 

the limestone of section 209A. 

/ 7 
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A few crystal fragments of quarts are present. 

Quartz andmuscovite intermixed in comb-like crystals occur in the 

strain shadows of large eubetial pyrite crystals. 

w84-176 

HandSpecimen 

In the field this rsas napped as an altered volcanic rock, probably an 

andesite or tuff. The rock could be a porphpitic volcanic with at 

least two generations of phenocrysts includdng a large feldspar pheno- 

tryst plus a variety of sizes of smaller phenocrysts. It also appears 

to contain a fragment. 

Thin Section 

Examination shows that~the rock is about &$ phenocrysts, most of which 

are plagioclase. Some of the plagioclase crystals display good zoning 

with alteration concentrating along discrete zones. 

Alteration is mainly carbonate which, in places, has completely replaced 

the former phenocrysts and created a carbonate crystal. Some sericite 

alteration also occurs in the larger plsgioclase phenocrysts. 

The matrix is extremely fine-grained and has a gray birefringence. 

The abundance of phenocrysts of andesine plagioclase, the absence of any 

quartz phenocrysts and the extreme fine-grained nature of the matrix 

indicate a porphyritic andesite lava. 
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SRMPLES FROM: J. R. WOODCOCK CONSULTRNTS 
COPY SENT TO: J. R. WOODCOCK CONSULTQNTS 

J. R. WOODCOCK CONSULTnNT5 DF1TE: Sept 14 1984 
006-602 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver B. c. REPORWI #-99-030(R) 
V6B 1P2 JOB#: 84324 (I%) 

. 

PREPFIRED FOR: J.R. WOODCOCK CONSULTRNTS 

RNC)LYSED BYI VGC Staf dl I 

SIGNED: 
------- 

GENERAL REMaRK: RE: Job #84-324 



VFmmm LRB LImErJ PAEPARED FOR: J.R. - WTMS 
1521 Penkrton Rvmlue MlES: nd=mmdete&d 
Koth Vancouver B.C. V7P 293 : -=tianalysEd 
(6941 986-5211 Telex: 04-35257.9 is q insufficient sample 

REPORT MJMEA: ek-99-030 Joe IMBEA: ek324lR) 

WW104R 
w-1 137 
!#-12% 
u94-124R 
MM-125R 

u94-131R 
IW-132R 
Wl-133R 
w-133R 
L&84-158R 

tl84-161R 
MA-1KR 
w-191R 
UN-193R 

DETEcTloN LIMIT 

I)c 

Pw 

2 
1 

20 
8 
I 

7 
19 
1 
3 
2 

16 
17 
10 
2 

1 

CU 

Pppl 

39 
11 
5 

~12 
2% 

5 
5 
2 
e 

37 

4 
2k 
1 

19 

1 

Pb In 

w PP 

15 10 
13 55 
51 1840 
29 165 
15 44 

35 ma 
93 1810 
10 55 
21 2% 
17 94 

32e ?!&I 

1168 175m 
56 k9a 
z? 223 

2 1 

RJ 
PP 

.2 

.2 

.3 

.7 

.2 

nd 
nd 
nd 
.2 
.1 

nd 
.4 
nd 
.4 

0.1 

. 



vIwEDMI( lJm LMIlED PfEFfiED rnRr J.R. ww)(xxx CaysLLTRMS 
1521 PeDbwtcm Rvenue MTESI nd = mne detected 
)brth Vawxuwr B.C. V7P253 : --mtaMly5ed 
1604) 986-wl lelex: W-s?576 is = imufficient maple 

REKIRT Mm3 64-99-838(A) JOB MHBERI 64324IA) PnsEiffl 

WuEt 

UWIMR 
w-11% 
W-123A 
W-l%R 
U&i-125R 

UN-131R 
W-133 
w-133R 
U33-133R 
W-1S.H 

NM-161R 
I+%-&3 
!#I-191R 
WBS-193R 

DETErTIM LINIT 

m 
Ppa 

10 
21s 

4859 
1448 
135 

3lW 
51158 
610 
96e 
365 

1070 
me 
989 

1345 

I 

cd 

PP 

Ml 
.2 

5.4 
1.3 
.2 

3.9 
7.8 
1.3 
1.9 
.i 

29.2 
x.2 

.9 

.3 

0.1 
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STATEMERl OF COSTS 

Disbursements 

nor stalhg (25%) and MWPing (75%) 

Central l&u&sin Air $l,139.b 
blhxllaneons Field 

+$z% (75%) 

ForTeChlliCti~CdS 

Geo~hemical Analyses and 
Thin sections 

Drafting 
Miscellaneous 

Fees 

J. R WocdC~ 

Field b@tIg 

JuJy 9, 10 (ChW@Z to atit 1) 1+aays 
July=,= 2 " 

Petrography andRepmt 
July 13 - Oct. 13 4 " 

Oct. 14 - Nov. 27 3 April 8-12 2 ," 

123*ys 

@ $385' 

Work on Report 7 bra. @ $15 

$2,047.31 

l.lc6.U 

4,a=.5o 

105.00 

$8,qo. 9+ 
====c=l 












